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This shows the training needed within the MPD. A statement like people lack the motivation for treatment with
out the motivation of incarceration shows the person making that comment is NO LADAC prosessional!!! GET
them trained!!! you can"t force a person out of addiction they need to want help first.
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The Shows the need for training. Granite sweep, Granite Hammer. All mass arrests of low level
usually addicts not dealers. The Statement that at addicts need the motivation of the threat of
incarseration shows that this person is not qualified (definitely not licensed LADAC) to represent the
MPD in this area. You can’t force someone to get help. If the government was serious about the
WAR on drugs they would be targeting the people with money that can afford to make the large
purchases to employ other in the trade. It is not a race thing. It is not Black Lives matter it is a
socialecomics thing that it is easier to target the poor as the wealthy have money for big lawyers that
rub elbows and donate to the politicians (as do the people hiring the lawyers) and things seem to get
tough for PD. Lets just fill the jails and keep targeting the poor because we all know that THERE ARE
NO DRUGS IN BEDFORD NH!! Sad part is everybody knows that this is the truth and they don’t care
because as long as they have the tin they wear they and their families (some of the officers have
family using) get extended what is called professional curtesy.   
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